
Become a volunteer in
Příbor, Czech Republic

September 2024 - June 2025



About
Czech Republic

It borders with

Poland, Germany,

Austria

and Slovakia.

Using trains is
very common

and
affordable.

It has the most
castles in Europe

(over 2000).

The word “robot”was created by theCzech artist JosefČapek.

The oldest
university in

Central Europe
resides in Prague
(founded in 1348).



About Příbor!
Příbor is a small town in the

Moravian-Silesian region with
8,400 inhabitants. Sigmund Freud, neurologist and

the founder of psychoanalysis,
was born here

Při - boru means:
"Next to the woods". You
can easily reach nature!

Although small, you can find a
vegetarian bistro, a sushi
restaurant, a sauna, and

others in Příbor!



About Gaudi
School

Gaudi is a school that provides
democratic education. There is no

hierarchy in the school.

Everyone has the right to express
themselves and decisions are made

together.

Our Values:
Freedom

Democracy
Respect of Individuality

Nonviolent Communication



If you:

Enjoy working with
children.
Have a good knowledge of
English.
Are cooperative, open-
minded and creative.
Like to promote your
culture.
Share the same values as
us.
Are highly motivated to
work in a team.

Are you the person

we are looking for?

Those who have been educated
in the fields of pedagogy, social

work, and psychology are
preferred but the application is

open to anyone.



What is offered to
Volunteers?

Accommodation 

Working Hours
The volunteer will work five days a week, starting at 8:00, on a
flexible schedule. The weekends are free. The volunteer is
entitled to two extra days off monthly.

Travel Expenses
Travel tickets will be reimbursed.

Insurance
Health insurance by an EU-granted insurance
company will be provided within the scope
(duration) of the project.

The volunteer will be given 12 euros per day. This
amount covers pocket money and food expenses.

Food & Pocket Money

A room in the school building
with a toilet and shower.
No commuting expenses!



Volunteer living

space & amenities

Bed sheets, towels and
toilet paper

Kitchen and fridge space

Washing machine & Dryer

Provided:



Fill in the form, send your CV and
motivation letter to:

volunteer@skolagaudi.cz

If you are interested,
apply now!

We are excited to have you as a part of our team!

For more information:

Škola Gaudi's Website
Škola Gaudi on Facebook
Škola Gaudi on Youtube

https://www.youtube.com/@skolagaudi7256
https://www.facebook.com/skolagaudi/?locale=cs_CZ
https://www.skolagaudi.cz/
https://forms.gle/yDmQA5L6rMaMLNYB8
https://www.skolagaudi.cz/
https://www.facebook.com/skolagaudi/?locale=cs_CZ
https://www.youtube.com/@skolagaudi7256

